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Abstract

The approximate subdi�erential introduced by Mordukhovich has attracted much

attention in recent works on nonsmooth optimization� Potential advantages over

other concepts of subdi�erentiability might be related to its non�convexity� This

motivates to study some topological properties more in detail� As the main result�

it is shown that in a Hilbert space setting each weakly compact set may be ob�

tained as the Kuratowski�Painlev�e limit of the approximate subdi�erentials of some

family of Lipschitzian functions� As a consequence� apart from �niteness� there is

no restriction on the number of connected components of the subdi�erential� In

the �nite dimensional case� each topological type of a compact set may be realized

by an approximate subdi�erential of some Lipschitzian function� These are clear

di�erences for instance to Clarke�s subdi�erential� The results stated above require

the de�nition of Lipschitzian functions on a space which is enlarged by one extra

dimension� Otherwise they would not hold true any longer since one can show�

that for a real function the number of connected components of the approximate

subdi�erential is limited by two�
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� Introduction

The approximate subdi�erential was �rst introduced in �nite dimensions
by Mordukhovich ���� via normal cones to epigraphs� An equivalent de��
nition based on Dini subdi�erentials was found by Io�e �	�� The same au�
thors gave sevral approaches for generalizing this concept to the in�nite�
dimensional case ��
�� ���� ���
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Being nonconvex in general� the approximate subdi�erential enjoys a min�
imality property among a family of �reasonable� subdi�erentials �compare
�	�� Th� ��� On the other hand� it o�ers a rich calculus� We merely point
out the chain rule by Jourani and Thibault ���� which works in in�nite
dimensions without the need of convexi�cation� As a consequence� many
promising applications in nonsmooth optimization have been reported
by several authors� For instance� Glover� Craven� Fl�am ��� and Glover�
Craven ��� considered �rst order optimality conditions in Banach spaces�
Other papers are concerned with metric regularity of feasible sets ����
����� ����� ��	�� It is interesting to note that� in the �nite�dimensional
situation� Mordukhovich ��	� could give a complete characterization of
metric regularity of multivalued mappings while in the Banach space set�
ting Jourani and Thibault ����� ���� developed an approach via so�called
compactly�lipschitzian mappings thereby exploiting the chain rule men�
tioned above�
Potential advantages of the approximate subdi�erential might be related
to the fact that it is not restricted to be a convex set� This motivates
the question which topological properties can be expected in general� It
will turn out that� even for lipschitzian functions� there is a rich variety
of topological types that can occur�

� Basic De�nitions and Properties

In the sequel we shall employ the approach via Dini subdi�erentials as a
basis of de�nition� Denote by X�X� a Banach space with its dual and
let f � X � IR � f����g be an extended�valued function�

De�nition ��� �Dini subdi�erential� For x � X put

��f�x� �

��
�
fx� � X� j x��h� � d�f�x�h� �h � Xg if j f�x� j��

� else

where

d�f�x�h� � lim inf
u�h

t��

f�x � tu�� f�x�

t

refers to the lower Dini directional derivative of f at x in direction h�
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For the following denote by F the collection of �nite�dimensional sub�
spaces of X and for any subset S � X put

fS�x� ��

��
�
f�x� if x � S
� else

De�nition ��� �approximate subdi�erential� For z � X de�ne

�af�z� �

����
���

T
L�F

lim sup
x�z

f�x��f�z�

��fx�L�x� if j f�z� j��
� else

In the last de�nition �lim sup� has to be understood in the Kuratowski�
Painlev�e sense with respect to the strong topology in X and the weak��
topology in X�� More explicitly� for some multifunction K � X�

�
X� one

has

x� � lim sup
x�z

f�x��f�z�

if and only if there exist converging nets

x� � z� x���w�x
� such that f�x��� f�z� and x�� � K�x��

Certainly� one always has the inclusion ��f�x� � �af�x�� For Lips�
chitzian functions the main relation between the approximate and Clarke�s
subdi�erential is �Cf�x� � cocl�af�x�� where cocl refers to the convex�
weak�� closure� and furthermore �af�z� is weak�� compact�
When X is �nite�dimensional then de�nition ��� reduces to the classical
de�nition �see �	���

�af�z� �

����
���

lim sup
x�z

f�x��f�z�

��f�x� if j f�z� j��
� else

���

This relation is� of course� much easier to handle than ������ In particular�
the expansion of �lim sup� may be done in terms of sequences rather than
nets� Unfortunately� as pointed out in ���� a formal transfer of ��� to
in�nite�dimensional spaces is not reasonable� since even for Lipschitzian
functions the Dini subdi�erential may become locally empty �see ��� for an
example�� This necessitates restrictions to �nite�dimensional subspaces
in general� For certain classes of spaces� at least� one has the following
simpli�cation due to Io�e �compare corollary ����� in �����
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Lemma ��� Let X be a Banach space which is separable or admits an
equivalent gateaux�di�erentiable norm� Then for each lower semicontin�
uous function f � X � IR it holds

�af�z� � lim sup
x�z

f�x��f�z�
���

��� f�x�

where the ��Dini subdi�erential is de�ned as

��� �
n fx� � X� j x��h� � d�f�x�h� � �khk �h � Xg if j f�x� j��

At the end of this section we cite a result from �
� �lemma ����� which
gives su�cient conditions for speci�c topological types of the approximate
subdi�erential in terms of the local behavior of the Dini subdi�erential�

Lemma ��� Let X be a �nite�dimensional space and f a real�valued
function de�ned on X� Consider the following conditions�

�A�� ��f�z� � lim sup
x�z

f�x��f�z�

��f�x�

�A�� lim inf
x�z

f�x��f�z�

��f�x����

��f�x� 	� �

�A�� ��f�z� is compact and there exists � � � such that the relation

��f�x� 
 ��f�z� 	� � holds for all x with

kx � zk� j f�x� � f�z� j� �� ��f�x� 	� �
Then it holds

�� �A�� �� �af�z� is convex

�� �A�� �� �af�z� is star�shaped

�� �A�� �� �af�z� is connected


� If f is locally Lipschitzian� then

�A�� �� �A�� and

�A�� �� �A�� or �af�z� is a singleton

By this lemma� conditions �A��� �A��� �A�� imply successively weaker
topological types� There are examples of lower semicontinuous functions
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in two variables such that �A�� is ful�lled but convexity violated or
�A�� is ful�lled but star�shapedness of the approximate subdi�erential
fails to hold �see �
��� In this sense the indicated conditions are speci�c�
On the other hand� the last statement of the lemma shows� that in the
Lipschitzian case �A�� and �A�� even imply convexity� In this situa�
tion it seems hard� to �nd reasonable conditions similar to lemma ���
which are speci�c for a certain topological type �apart from convexity
and compactness��

� Results

In this section topological properties of the approximate subdi�erential
of Lipschitzian functions will be studied� Before proving the main result�
we shall need the following lemma which allows � in a special setting � to
facilitate the computation of �af�z� according to de�nition ����

Lemma ��� Let X be a Hilbert space� C � X a weakly compact subset
and f � X � IR de�ned by f�z� � minfhz� xi j x � Cg� Denote
E�z� � fx � C j hz� xi � f�z�g�Then it holds

�� d�f�z�h� � minfhx� hi j x � E�z�g ���

�� � E�z� � �� E�z� � ��f�z�� �E�z� � �� ��f�z� � � ���

�� lim sup
z������

��� f�z� � lim sup
z��

��f�z� �
�

Proof� Since f is a concave function� its directional derivative exists and
coincides with d�f�z�h�� On the other hand� the value of the directional
derivative computes from ���� see e�g� ���� proposition 
�
�
Concerning the �rst relation of ��� one concludes from E�z� � fxg and
from ��� that d�f�z�h� � hx� hi �h � X� hence ��f�z� � fxg� For the
second relation note� that nonemptyness of ��f�z� implies �by de�nition�
d�f�z�h� � �d�f�z��h�� Now� choosing x�� x� � E�z�� x� 	� x� and
assuming ��f�z� 	� � we obtain from ��� for arbitrary h � X

minfhx�� hi� hx�� hig � min
x�E�z�

hx� hi � d�f�z�h� � �d�f�z��h�
� � min

x�E�z�
hx��hi � max

x�E�z�
hx� hi

� maxfhx�� hi� hx�� hig
�



This inequality holding for all h � X one gets the contradiction x� � x��
Finally� for proving �
�� �rst observe that the inclusion � � is trivially
ful�lled because of ���  ��� For the reverse inclusion let

x � lim sup
z������

��� f�z�

This means existence of nets z� � �� x� � x� �� � �� x� � ����f�z��� �� �
�� Let U be a �strong� open neighborhood of � and V be a weak open
neighborhood of x� Then V contains a base neighborhood of the type

W � fy � X j jhy � x� yiij � �� yi � X i � �� � � � � ng
and for � � �� one has jhx� � x� yiij � �	� �i � �� � � � � n�� This implies
y �W � V whenever ky�x�k � �	��maxkyik�� Summarizing� it follows
the existence of an index �� such that z�� � U and x���B��� � V � The
last relation yields E�z��� � V � In fact� since x�� � �����f�z���� one has
for any v � E�z��� and h � X that �compare de�nition of ��� f and
�����

hx��� hi � minfhv�� hi j v� � E�z���g� �khk � hv� hi � �khk
From this it follows kx�� � vk � �� hence E�z��� � x�� � B��� �
Since C nV is weakly compact� continuity of f implies existence of some
�strong� open neighborhood U � of z� such that E�y� � V �y � U �� As a
consequence of a theorem by Preiss ������ Th� ��
� the lipschitz continuous
function f is gateaux�di�erentiable on a dense subset of X� Now� U
U �

is a nonempty open set which consequently must contain some point y
such that f possesses some gateaux derivative y� at y� Then� by ���

��f�y� � fy�g � E�y� � V

Summarizing� to each pair U� V of �strong� weak� open neighborhoods of
�� x we can assign y�U�V � � U� y��U�V � � V such that y��U�V � � ��f�y�U�V ��� In
this way one obtains converging nets y� � �� y�� � x� y�� � ��f�y�� �
 �
�U� V ��� hence

x � lim sup
z��

��f�z�

as desired� ��

Combining �
� in lemma ��� with lemma ��� one gets
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Corollary ��� Under the assumptions of lemma ��� the approximate
subdi�erential of f �de�ned in the lemma	 computes as

�af��� � lim sup
z��

��f�z�

As it was stated in section � the approximate subdi�erential of a locally
lipschitzian function de�ned on some Banach space is weak�� compact�
In turn� the following theorem shows� that in a Hilbert space setting
each weakly compact set may be approximated by subdi�erentials of lip�
schitzian functions�

Theorem ��� For any weakly compact subset K of some Hilbert space
�H� hi� there exists a family fu � IR � H � IR �u � IR� of lipschitzian
functions with some common modulus L� such that limu�� �afu��� �� �
f�g �K holds in the sense of Kuratowski�Painlev
e convergence�

Proof� Let c be a constant with kxk� � c �x � K �which exists by weak
compactness of K� and �x a parameter u with � � u � �	c� In IR�H
�which is a Hilbert space by canonical extension of the inner product�
consider the ellipsoidal surface

Eu � f�t� x� � IR �H j ukxk� � �t� ��� � �g
as well as the subset

Ku � f�t� x� � IR �H j x � K� t � ��
q
�� ukxk�g

Note� that Ku is correctly de�ned and Ku � Eu� Furthermore� the
function fu � IR �X � IR with

fu��� z� � minfh��� z�� �t� x�i j �t� x� � �coKug
is correctly de�ned as well �by weak compactness of �coKu�� Since

Ku � ��� ��� B���
p
c� � B���� ���

p
c� ��

one has �coKu � B���� ���
p
c� ��� hence

p
c� � is a modulus of lipschitz

continuity for fu �not depending on u��
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Next we show validity of the following relations which are essential for
proving the assertion of the theorem�

pr��afu��� �� j f�g � H� � f�g �K ���

pr��afu��� �� j IR � f�g� � ��� ��p
�� uc�� f�g �	�

Here� pr�� jM � denotes projection onto a closed subspace M of IR�H�
To show �rst the inclusion f�g � K � pr��afu��� �� j f�g � H� it is
su�cient to verify the relation Ku � �afu��� �� because of pr�Ku j f�g�
H� � f�g � K� So let �t� x� � Ku� For n � IN put �n � �� � t�	n
and zn � ��u	n�x� Then� the Kuhn�Tucker conditions �recall that for
u � � Eu is a regular surface� yield that the linear function h��n� zn�� �i
restricted to Eu attains its unique minimum at the point �t� x�� Since
�t� x� � Ku � Eu and by a convexity argument one has

f�t� x�g � argminfh��n� zn�� �t
�� x��i j �t�� x�� � Kug

� argminfh��n� zn�� �t
�� x��i j �t�� x�� � �coKug

Therefore� with the notation introduced in lemma���� E��n� zn� � f�t� x�g
and ��� imply ��fu��n� zn� � f�t� x�g� Together with ��n� zn� � ��� ��
and using the trivial sequence �tn� xn� � �t� x� corollary ��� provides

�t� x� � lim sup
���z�������

��fu��� z� � �afu��� ��

Before proving the reverse inclusion of ��� and �	� we show �rst the
relation

�t�� x�� � ��fu��� z� �� x� � K� t� � ��� ��
q
�� jujc� ���

In fact� from ��� in lemma ��� one has

f�t�� x��g � argminfh��� z�� �t�� x��i j �t�� x�� � �coKug ��

and by convexity of �coKu there exists a sequence f�tn� xn�g � Ku such
that h��� z�� �tn� xn�i �n h��� z�� �t�� x��i� Weak compactness of �coKu

then yields existence of a weakly convergent subsequence �tnl� xnl� �l

��� y� � �coKu� Consequently� h��� z�� ��� y�i � h��� z�� �t�� x��i� hence
��� y� � �t�� x�� because of ��� It results xnl �l x

� with xnl � K �since
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�tnl� xnl� � Ku and by de�nition of Ku�� Weak compactness of K yields
x� � K� as desired� On the other hand� from the de�nition of Ku it
follows that � � tnl � � �p

�� uc� which proves the second implication
in ����
Now� let

�t� x� � �afu��� �� � lim sup
���z�������

��fu��� z�

�compare corollary ����� i�e� there exist nets ���� z��� ��� ��� �t�� x�� �
�t� x� with �t�� x�� � ��fu���� z��� ��� yields x� � K and t� � ��� � �p
�� uc�� whence x � K by weak compactness of K and t � ��� � �p
�� uc�� Thus� ��� and �	� are completely proved�

In order to verify the assertion of the theorem it su�ces to show the
relation

lim sup
u��

�afu��� �� � f�g �K � lim inf
u��

�afu��� �� ���

which directly implies equality between all three sets� Considering �rst
some element �t� x� � lim supu�� �afu��� ��� one has converging nets u� �
�� �t�� x�� � �t� x�� �t�� x�� � �afu���� ��� Then ��� implies x� � K
which means x � K because of weak compactness of K� Furthermore�
the nets u�� t� being real valued� one can extract converging sequences
un � �� tn � t as well as �tn� xn� � �afun��� ��� The latter provides
tn � ��� � � p

�� unc� with reference to �	�� Therefore t � � as was to
be proved�
Concerning the second inclusion let x � K� We have to show that ��� x� �
lim infu�� �afu��� ��� To this aim consider an arbitrary net u� � �� Put
x� � x and choose � in virtue of ��� and �	� � some t� with �t�� x� �
�afu���� �� and � � t� � � � p

�� u�c� Obviously� �t�� x�� � ��� x�� as
desired� �

It is clear that a similar approximation result as in theorem ��� does not
hold� for instance� for Clarke�s subdi�erential being restricted to convex�
ity� This will become even clearer from the following topological deriva�
tions of the theorem�

Corollary ��� Let X be a Hilbert space with dimX � �� Then� given
any n � IN there is a lipschitz continuous function f � X � IR such
that the number of connected components of �af��� is at least n�
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Proof� First we remark that� without loss of generality� we may restrict
considerations to the case X � IR � H where H is a Hilbert space of
dimension greater than zero� In fact� choose an element x � X� �x 	� ���
denote by H the orthogonal complement of x and consider the map�
ping  � X � span�x� � H � IR � H de�ned by �y� � �yx � yH� �
�yxkxk� yH�� Clearly�  is an isometric isomorphism between Hilbert
spaces �leaving invariant the inner product�� Now consider a lipschitz
continuous function f � IR � H � IR as well as the �lipschitz continu�
ous� composition �f �� f �  � X � IR� From the de�nitions one easily
deduces the relation �� �f�y� � �����f��y��� which implies the cor�
responding equation for the approximate subdi�erentials� in particular
�a �f��� � ����af����� With  being a homeomorphism �w�r�t� the weak
topologies� the connectivity structures of the approximate subdi�eren�
tials of f and �f � respectively� coincide�
So� let X � IR�H� In H de�ne K to be the union of n pairwise disjoint�
closed balls �recall that dimH � ��� Then K is a �weakly� compact
subset and there exist �weakly� open sets Ui which are pairwise disjoint
and satisfy K � �n

i	�Ui and K 
 Ui 	� � �i � �� � � � � n�� Consequently�
f�g�K � �n

i	��IR�Ui� with pairwise disjoint� �weakly� open sets IR�Ui�
By ��� in theorem ��� there is a lipschitzian function fu � IR � H �
IR �for some �xed u � IR�� such that �afu��� �� � �n

i	��IR � Ui� and
�afu��� �� 
 �IR � Ui� 	� � �i � �� � � � � n�� Therefore� �afu��� �� contains
at least n connected components� �

The corollary shows that� apart from �niteness� there is no restriction on
the number of connected components of the approximate subdi�erential�
Recall that� by convexity� all classical subdi�erentials have only one con�
nected component� In �nite dimensions a much stronger result may be
derived from theorem ���� which was �rst proved directly in �
� �theorem
�����

Corollary ��� Given any compact subset K � IRn there exists a lips�
chitz continuous function f � IRn�� � IR such that �af��� is homeomor�
phic with K�

Proof� In the �nite dimensional case the set Ku de�ned in theorem ���
is compact and so in the de�nition of fu one may replace �coKu by Ku�
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Doing so and repeating the same line of argumentation as in the theorem
one arrives at the sharper �compared to ��� and �	�� relation �afu��� �
Ku� Now it is immediately seen that the function x �� �x� ��

q
�� ukxk��

is a bijection from K to Ku which is continuous in both directions �with
projection �x� t� �� x as inverse function�� �

vspace���cmAs a consequence� not only the number of connected com�
ponents of the approximate subdi�erential is free � as in the in�nite�
dimensional setting of corollary ��� � but the topological type itself� For
instance� the homeomorphic copy of a Cantor set may be realised� Fur�
thermore� in �
� it was proved that each compact set of IRn may be ex�
actly realised �not only as a homeomorphic copy� by the so�called partial
approximate subdi�erential of some locally lipschitzian function� This
last concept was introduced by Jourani and Thibault ��� in the context
of functions depending on a parameter�
Revisiting the previous results one could ask� whether it is really nec�
essarry to introduce one extra dimension for de�ning the lipschitzian
function in theorem ��� and corollary ���� Theorem ��� below indicates�
that for real continuous functions f � IR� � IR� the approximate subdif�
ferential either is an interval or the disjoint union of two intervals� which
obviously is a topological restriction� Thus� in general� the domain of f
cannot coincide with the space which the compact sets in theorem ���
and lemma ��� are considered to be subsets of� Furthermore� this result
answers the question why corollary ��� is only valid when dimX � ��
Before proving the mentioned univariate statement of theorem ��� we
need two additional lemmas� To this aim� for functions f � IR � IR we
introduce the following notation �z � IR��

dl�z� � lim inf
t��

u���

t���f�z�tu��f�z��� dr�z� � lim inf
t��
u��

t���f�z�tu��f�z���

where improper values �� are allowed� Obvioiusly� it holds

��f�z� � ��dl�z�� dr�z�� ����

with the interval to be interpreted appropriately for improper values�
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Lemma ��� Let f � IR � IR be continuous and t�� t� � IR� t� � t��
Then

dr�t�� � �dl�t�� � �c � �dr�t����dl�t��� ��t � �t�� t�� �

c � ��dl��t�� dr��t�� ����

dr�t�� � �dl�t�� � �c � ��dl�t��� dr�t��� ��t � �t�� t�� �

c � �dr��t���dl��t�� ����

Proof� Concerning ���� let c � �dr�t����dl�t���� Then� the function
f�x� � cx� restricted to x � �t�� t�� attains its minimum in a point of
the open interval �t�� t��� To see this� assume that t� is a minimizer� It
follows

f�t � t�� � f�t�� � ct �t � ��� t� � t��

This however means

lim inf
t��
u��

t���f�t� � ut�� f�t��� � c

leading to the contradiction c � dr�t��� In the same way �t� may be
excluded as a minimizer� As a consequence� there exists �t � �t�� t��� such
that f�x��cx � f��t��c�t �x � �t�� t��� Choose � � � with ��t��� �t��� �
�t�� t�� to get

f�t � �t� � f��t� � ct �t � ���� ��
which immediately implies ����� For ���� consider the maximum �rather
than minimum� of f�x� � cx and repeat the same arguments� �

Lemma ��� Let f � IR� IR be continuous and ��f�z� 	� � for z � IR�
Then �af�z� is a closed �possibly unbounded	 interval�

Proof� By assumption� there is some e � ��f�z� � �af�z�� It will
be su�cient to show that a � �af�z�� a � e implies �a� e� � �af�z�
�the proof is running along similar lines for a � e�� According to the
de�nition� there exist sequences

tk � �� ak � a� ak � ��f�z � tk� ����

Let c � �a� e� be arbitrarily given� We have to show that c � �af�z�� For
k � k� one has c � ak and� without loss of generality� c 	� ��f�z � tk��

��



��f�z� �since otherwise the assertion c � �af�z� follows immediately��
Combining ���� with ���� one gets

� dl�z � tk� � ak � dr�z � tk� � c � �dl�z� � e � dr�z� �k � k� ��
�

�� case�
There is a negative subsequence tkp � �� Application of ���� to the
relation dr�z � tkp� � �dl�z� �see ��
� yields existence of �p � �tkp� ��
with c � ��f�z � �p� �see ����� The assertion follows from �p � ��
�� case�
There is a positive subsequence tkp � �� Fix an arbitrary �c � �c� e�
and apply ���� to the relation dr�z� � �dl�z � tkp�� Hence� there exists
�p � ��� tkp� with �c � �dl�z � �p�� Next choose q � p to ful�ll tkq � �p�
Application of ���� to the relation dr�z � tkq� � c � �c � �dl�z � �p�
�nally provides c � ��f�z � 
p� for some 
p � �tkq� �p�� The assertion
follows from 
p � ��
�� case�
tk � � �k � k�� Then ak � ��f�z� thus a � ��f�z� by closedness and
�a� e� � ��f�z� � �af�z� by convexity of the Dini subdi�erential� �

Theorem ��� Let f � IR� IR be continuous� Then �af�z� contains at
most two connected components �for all z � IR 	�

Proof� Negating the assertion means existence of elements a � b � c
with a� b� c � �af�z� and which are contained in three pairwise di�erent
connected components� By de�nition there are sequences

tk� �k� 
k � �� ak � a� bk � b� ck � c�

ak � ��f�z � tk�� bk � ��f�z � �k�� ck � ��f�z � 
k�

Two of the sequences tk� �k� 
k must contain subsequences with equal sign
�� � or � ��� Without loss of generality assume tk� �k � �� If t
k � � for
some �k� then a
k � ��f�z� and lemma ��� would yield a contradiction
with the assumed number of connected components of �af�z�� Hence
one may operate with sequences tk � � �tk � �� and �k � � ��k � ��
in a way which is very similar to the proof of lemma ���� to obtain that
c � �a� b� implies c � �af�z�� Hence� �a� b� � �af�z� which contradicts
the assumption� that a and b come from di�erent connected components
of �af�z�� �

��
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